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TOKEN DISCLAIMER

The information provided in this whitepaper does not constitute investment
advice, financial advice and trading advice. The DOGMSK team does not
recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you,
or state that the DOGMSK token is more than a simple utility token. Do your
own due diligence. By purchasing the DOGMSK token, you agree that you are
not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the team
harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also
agree that the team is presenting the token "as is" and is not legally required
to provide any support or services. You should have no expectation of any
form from the DOGMSK token and its development team. Always make sure
that you are in compliance with your local laws and regulations before you
make any purchase.



VI
SIO

N OUR VISION

Crafted by members of the Dogecoin fan community, DOGMSK
Metaverse is a deflationary token created on the Binance Smart
Chain network. The purpose of the developers is to create an
ecosystem where the holders can get passive income through the
reward system configured in the contract. The project is extremely
ambitious, and in addition to the reflection contract, it also aims to
create (through OpenSea) a MarketPlace of exclusive NFTs from the
DOGMSK universe, with characters hand-drawn and digitized by X
Group – a team of designers, draftsmen and cartoonists. Our efforts
don't stop there, the official DOGMSK Metaverse website will have a
webstore where exclusive DOGMSK items such as hats, stickers,
keychains, t-shirts, masks and others will be available for
purchase.



REWARD
REFLECTION SMART CONTRACT

The concept of the reflection mechanism was newly introduced into the
cryptocurrency space a few months back. A reflection mechanism can be
defined as a process in which tokens act as a self-generating mechanism for
their holders. As every transaction is taxed you receive tokens automatically
simply by holding the token. The reflection mechanism was developed with
the hopes of transforming the concept of yield generation in the DeFi
ecosystem.

HOW IT WORKS
These DeFi tokens use a static reward system, which means that every
transaction made with tokens that use this mechanism is ‘taxed’. This
means that a percentage is added to a liquidity pool for every transaction,
and another portion is set aside for redistribution among token holders. As
a result, the value of these tokens is self-generating and aims to promote a
‘hold and earn’ culture, which reduces selling pressure. The reflection
mechanism is accomplished through smart contracts, which automate the
token redistribution, and all those holders need to do is manage the wallet
in which their tokens are stored.



NFT
 

The NFT market has proven to be the biggest revelation in the crypto world over the past 12 months. Whether Bitcoin is
up or down and investors are apprehensive or greedy, Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT) are showing they are here to stay.
Billions of dollars move on this market that seems to have no limits. Artworks, card games, or even celebrity autographs
are the target of this technology that has been attracting more and more interest, not only from crypto enthusiasts, but
from a diverse range of media segments.
We understand that DOGMSK needs to be at the forefront of the crypto-technological world in order to offer the best in
resources for investors. Seeking innovations and, in order to bring the best of the NFTs world, partnerships were
made with illustrators, cartoonists and designers. In this way, DOGMSK will offer an NFTS purchase and sales system,
initially in partnership with OPENSEA and, in the future, it will be incorporated
into the DOGMSK METAVERSE Universe in the form of rewards.



METAVERSE
The term "metaverse" was first used in Neal Stephenson's iconic cyberpunk novel Snow
Crash, published in 1992. But, what is the Metaverse? The Metaverse (always capitalized in
Stephenson's fiction) is described as a shared "imaginary realm" that is "made available to
the public across the worldwide fiber-optics network" and projected onto virtual reality
goggles in the novel. The Metaverse's goal is to provide people with an augmented reality
experience that, in many ways, may surpass physical reality interms of experiences and
opportunities.

The future of the Metaverse is correlated with the efforts of the tech giants to
create something that transcends reality and unites the real with the virtual.
Buying a shirt, ordering food or even meeting new people – these are some of
the things that blockchain metaverse developers are creating. The
entertainment world is no different.
Through Metaverse it is possible to play, entertain and at the same time invest
and earn cryptocurrencies and NFTs. Inspired by this, the DOGMSK team will
allocate resources, as described in Tokenomics, with the purpose of creating a
game in the metaverse using the theme and visual identity of the DOGMSK
character. Through the use of blockchain, weseek complete interaction
between rewards in NFTs, Tokens and farm play.



Q1 2022
- Launch Website
- Create BSC - Smart
Contract
- Deploy Social Media
(Telegram, Twitter,
Instagram, Reddit)
- Create the first NFT's
- Contract Auditby
TechAudit
- Coingecko Listing
- Coinmarketcap Listing
- Blockfolio Listing
- CPM banner Ads
Campaigns Poocoin
Coinzilla
- Whitepaper Release
- Marketing Frenzy
Multiple AMA'S
- Token Launch
- Activate Dividends
Dashboard

Q2 2022
- DOGMSK Souvenir
WebShop Social media
rebranding and
releasing improved
website
- First Exchange listing
request
- Second phase of NFT
sales Start crafting
DOGMSK Verse game
concept art
- Starting development
for a play to earn game
that will generate even
more rewards for
holders
- Create DOGMSK  Army
Twitter and Telegram

Q3 2022
 Develop the Doge
House platform and
story line voting
system
- Begin development of
the DOGMSK space
GameDefi Metaverse
- Launch DOGMSK verse
Staking Pool
- Beta launch on android
and IOS for the play to
earn game
- Organising charity
giveaway's
- Create DOGMSK
figourine
in different flavours
and dropshipping our
top holders as a token
of appreciation
- Creating weekly
contests for extra

d

Q4 2022
- Launching the final
version of GameDefi
DOGMSK Space
- Launching the final
version for the play to
earn game on android
and IOS
- Hiring more people for
different positions
- Arrange for a DOGMSK 
global fans meeting
- More giveaway's and
charity events

 
ROADMAP



TOKENOMICS

Liquidity
70%

Team
10%

Marketing Vesting
10%

Reward competition
9%

Airdrop
1%



TOKEN OVERVIEW 
 

Total supply: 1,000,000,000,000

Symbol: DOGMSK

Decimals: 18

Network: Binance Smart Chain

Contract: 0xeeC776a44A4D482790D6F538FCa7D45B09cD69aD
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